What is Father Doing with His Sons in this New Era of the Kingdom?
He is maturing those who will go through the transformation process. Leaving religion and getting onto
God’s path. This movement is required to go on a transformation journey to become part of the New
Jerusalem on the mountain of God. When that is complete, our task is to chaperone others as support, as
they take the same journey.
Here’s what Rick Joyner was shown about this in prophetic dreams and visions which he recorded in his
“Fire on the Mountain” book series.

What does all this picture language mean? That is, the prophetic ‘movies’ Rick was shown in the spirit
need to be translated into Kingdom reality.
What Rick was given to him by Jesus, Holy Spirit and Elijah, those who mentored him through the
visions, was this: We need to come out of religion so we can be transformed into mature sons.
Here’s what that means in relation to the above graphic.

Mature sons operate in Heaven’s wisdom which they receive from the Spirit, not the wisdom of men or
religious leaders.
“My thoughts are higher and My ways are higher. My people need the wisdom of heaven to navigate
this hour as many are in a time of decision…Wisdom is needed in how to step on My leading. Wisdom
is the key to maturity. This is the time where I am maturing My bride and taking her deeper. Where are
those that are crying out for My wisdom? Those who long to walk in step with My ways, ask for My
wisdom. Those who are mature know the critical need for wisdom.
Those who walk in wisdom know when to wait and when to step, and how to step. They understand the
importance of pausing and waiting on Me for more detail and direction, as they know the steps they
then take will be so much more targeted, effective and void of hindrance. Those who walk in wisdom
are those who are mature; they are those who feast on My Word and have an intimate understanding of
My character and ways based on journeying closely with Me.” 1
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As many believers use their own wisdom or the wisdom of the world, sons are being training and
experienced in Kingly wisdom so they can be used in the times ahead. This is a critical component of the
resources needed for the Bride to prosper as the ‘darkness’ gets ‘darker’. They are part of the ‘light’ that’s
getting commensurately brighter so that everyone can see the Kingdom, ‘plain as day’.
“The gift of wisdom has been underrated and overlooked in My Body, but those who operate in this
manifestation of My Spirit will be sought after in the time ahead. These individuals will be brought
'center stage' as wisdom will be critical in this hour. Many have asked for this gift and I am releasing
this gift to them in this hour. There are those who are already operating in this gift and are faithfully
stewarding what they have been given and there are some who will receive a double portion of wisdom
at this time.” 2
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